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 In 1978, Bernard Slade wrote the stage play, “Tribute.” Two years later, the screen version 
featured Jack Lemmon in the role of Scottie Templeton, who is a publicist for actors, a slap-happy, 
wise-cracking character, who discovers he is dying of cancer, and suddenly makes a turn to deepen 
and even repair significant relationships. In a scene toward the end of the play and the movie, Scottie’s 
friends host a tribute for him. When it’s his turn to speak, after only a three short sentences, he says: 
“I had an aunt who used to think she was a poached egg. She did not think that all the time. Just on the 
odd days. She used to carry this small brown mat around with her. That was her toast. She’d sit in the 
middle of it, and nobody was allowed to step on her toast. I suppose it was her way of aming sure that 
nobody ever got too close to her.” Scottie is telling how this aunt gave notice that her boundaries of 
space were important to her. 
 Unlike Scottie’s aunt, God – who created the universe – according to Genesis, chapter 3, has no 
brown mat to define where God is the poached egg and the brown mat is the pretend toast to keep 
folks from getting too close. Instead, the invisible God tells the human named Adam that he is to 
observe God’s boundary not to taste of or consume the fruit on the tree at the center of the garden. 
Later, according to this ancient campfire-like story, Adam’s partner is created. She is curious about 
God’s boundary and tastes the fruit, and shares with Adam. At some point self-conscious, the humans 
feel shame. In Rabbi Dennis Shulman’s book, “The Genius of Genesis” (2003), he proposes that the 
nakedness and shame – described as “awareness that a violation of God’s boundaries has occurred” – 
actually is an absence of gratitude in relation to God for God’s generosity in creation. In their self-
focus, these two humans are void of the moral center God desires to see/ to witness to behold. The 
humans are a disappointment, underachievers of a sort. To speak of their nakedness is to simplify a 
description of them which, at a deeper level, is evidence that their shortcoming is nothing clothing can 
solve. They do grab fig-leaves. Later God provides them with fur coats and animal hides. The Lord 
God even accompanies them out of the original garden, before locking the gate behind them and 
throwing the key away. Two verbs are used in verses 23 and 24: The Lord “sent them out,” then “drove 
them out.” It’s almost as if God’s anger rises from one moment to the next: “You’ve got to leave,” 
then, “I’m not believing this: Get out!” In any case, God is saying: “Plan A did not work. It’s on to 
Plan B. Who knows how that will work?”  

Then, however, Scripture implies God figures out ways to accompany the humans and to 
become known from invisible mystery to perceived mystery. Later God will reveal that name, 
“Immanuel” – God with us: God with people through thick and thin, including a life journey of 
outreach which culminates with being crucified – killed. On a cross. Still, Immanuel: Still: God with 
us. What, though, does God desire? Relationships among people which indicate growing faithfulness 
practiced from a moral center which was not practiced in the early self-centered days of life together. 
In Plan B beyond that original Garden, God desires to see evidence of the moral center of humans 
which they did not practice under Plan A. That Plan A is a quite small enterprise at the start of 
Scripture. Plan B, though, extends for hundreds and thousands of years. 

In 1991, Martin Waddell wrote and Helen Oxenbury illustrated the children’s storybook, 
“Farmer Duck.” Farmer Duck tells of a duck who alone does all the chores for a lazy, stay-upstairs-
and-mostly-in-bed farmer who eats chocolates and at least once an hour hollers out to the duck, “How 
goes the work?” The duck’s fellow barnyard dwellers – a cow, some sheep, and some chickens – take 
notice and create a plan to run the lazy farmer out of the top floor of his house and chase him off the 
property. Duck is dutifully at work when all this happens. He is stunned when he’s been working for 
awhile, and he’s not yet heard the farmer holler out. When the fellow barnyarders return from the 



deportation project, Duck is stunned but grateful. From that point on, the work on the farm is a 
partnership among duck, cow, sheep, and chickens. Many reviewers love the Waddell and Oxenbury 
story for its exemplifying to children how noticing others’ struggles and collaborating for shared 
solutions is the way to honor one another on the journey of life. In the language of Rabbi Schulman, 
the farmer did not exercise his moral center. The barnyarders did. 

The top right side of the bulletin front features an 1845 painting by Quaker Edward Hicks, one 
of his 62 “Peaceable Kingdom” illustrations bringing to life the verses from Isaiah, chapter 11, which 
are repeated in chapter 65, verse 25. On the left side center, Hicks paints an image of William Penn 
(about 1681) establishing a treaty with Native Americans in the process of beginning the Colony of 
Pennsylvania. This recognition by Penn that moving into a neighborhood included genuine respect for 
others in the neighborhood was crucial for Edward Hicks, who was well aware of times when white 
folks did not respect non-whites and when white folks did not even respect other white folks. Edward 
Hicks, with his paintings, advocated community relationships developed from honoring others with 
outreach from our moral center. 

Tomorrow (March 20) is the 95th anniversary of Fred Roger’s birth. One of Mr. Rogers’ most 
influential programs was when he sat in his flower bed area and remembered the dog of his childhood 
(Mitzi). The episode was written to assist children with understanding how death happens as part of 
life, how sadness is part of grieving, and how grieving is part of honoring and appreciating. One adult 
wrote, “I grew up in the early 90s watching him. Two weeks ago I lost my daughter – my only child. 
She was almost two months old. I’m 35 years old now. For some reason I looked up some old clips of 
his programs. Feeling lost, I turned to this man for some support. I miss this neighborhood and the 
people within.” Fred Rogers demonstrated how every person with their boundaries is honored; and 
how every person is at his/her/their best when working respectfully and in collaboration with others, 
even sharing pain when loss is experienced and grief is real. He prompted us in honoring others 
through the respectful sharing of our humanness. Mr. Rogers taught all to live from our moral center. 

Today, Sunday four of the Lenten pre-Easter season, we sense the call to let go of fear so that 
we might experience God’s peace.  That fear is rooted in not wanting to lose. Not wanting to lose our 
space. Not wanting to lose our privacy. Not wanting to lose our security, etc. Not wanting to lose our 
lives, or the life of any whom we love. Yet not forgetting and actually remembering God’s journeying 
with us through worry, fear, and death as Immanuel – God-with-us – is so crucial for transforming 
one’s life and neighborhood, and sensing again the moral center God expects to influence us. 

This past week I Googled the Governor of Arkansas’s “Executive Order to Prohibit 
Indoctrination and Critical Race Theory in Schools,” because I wanted to read what was included. It 
is amazingly well written. It includes wonderful words about the right to be free as students from 
indoctrinating efforts of teachers and for teachers to be free from outside groups compelling them to 
teach certain lessons they might not want to teach. Yet when I saw on television high school students 
pleading at a hearing with the Arkansas Senate Committee on a related education bill, I sensed 
something was missing in the majority position represented by the Governor’s Executive Order. It was 
telling and not listening. It was written from fear and set boundaries out of fear. Dialog on a journey 
with marginalized students seems not to be considered as qualitative, positive, and helpful. While 
including positive words about freedom, her Executive Order arguably is deficient of a moral center. 

We are outside that long ago notion that perfection could be a captive reality. We messed up 
whatever Plan A was. God said, “Plan B is now in effect, and I will journey with you, all through fears, 
and trials, and even death. My peace comes to your moral center when you – with others – experience 
vulnerability and awarenesses of loss, including losing control of life as you prefer life to be. Be in 
dialog. Be in collaboration. Honor every human being from your moral center in the shared freedom 
God-with-us makes possible. Your personal life will be better for it. Your neighborhood will be better 
for it.” God’s whole world will be better for it. – All honor and praise be to God. 


